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FOREWORD
The concept of an airplane capable of flying at Mars arose during
a broad options study of Mars exploration vehlcles in 1978. It was
based on a small, remotely piloted airplane powered by a reciprocating
hydrazine engine that was capable of flylng to 100,000 ft at Earth.
Under the advocacy of V. C. Clarke, Jr., of JPL, a preliminary Mars
airplane design was established by Developmental Sciences, Inc. Thls
design, based primarily on high performance gliders, supported the
feasibility of a Mars airplane. Landing and takeoff systems based
on vertical takeoff and landing systems were considered as well as
continuous fllght.
As the engineering work progressed, it became evident that the
airplane was a potentially useful exploration vehicle. However, little
consideration had been given to its scientific use. Consequently,
a small ad hoc working group of scientists was established to undertake
a preliminary assessment of the utility of the airplane. Because time
was short, a thorough evaluation of all the potential capabilities of the
airplane--aerial surveys, instrument deployment and sample return -- was
impossible. Therefore, the ad hoc working group considered primarily the
use of the airplane in the aerlal survey mode. Five areas of interest
in thls mode were considered as being fundamental in establishing the
scientific usefulness of the airplane. The working group was chosen to
have members familiar with Mars scientific objectives and with practical
experience with orbital or aerial survey type measurements. The members
were:
John Minear Chairman, Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX
Donald Davies Deputy Study Scientist, JPL, Pasadena, CA
Michael Malin Visual Imaging, JPL, Pasadena, CA
M_chael Gaffey Gamma Ray and IR Spectroscopy, Univ. of Hawaii,
Honolulu, HI
Sheldon Buck Gravity, Draper Laboratory, Cambridge, MA
David Strangway Magnetic Field and Electromagnetic Sounding,
Univ. of Toronto, Mississanga, Ontario, Canada
Ronald Prinn Atmosphere Composition and Dynamics, MIT,
Cambridge, M_
Each Working Group member prepared a short paper assessing the
airplane's capabilz_y i_ his respective area of interest. Preliminary
design specifications of the airplane furnished by JPL were used in
this assessment. The grnup then met at JPL on May 8-9. At this meeting
• JPL and Developmental Sciences Inc. presented the latest airplane design
and specifications, members of the Working Group discussed capabilities
of the airplane, and the general scientific usefulness of the airplane
operating in the aeria_ survey mode was evaluated. Design and mission
operations requirements levied on the airplane by experiments were
also discussed. A draft of this report was then prepared and circulated
to all members for .,h?Ircomments and additions.
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ABSTRACT
This report documents the findings of the Ad Hoc Mars Airplane
Science Working Group, which was formulated in early 1978 to assess
the utility of a remotely piloted airplane for scientific exploration.
Although an airplane can be used in several modes, e.g., aerial survey,
landing science instruments for in situ investigations, deploying network
science by air drop, or sample collection an_ transport to a central
site, only the aerial survey mode was considered in detail. Five experiment
areas were chosen to evaluate the airplane's capability in this mode:
visual imaging, gamma ray and infrared reflectance spectroscopy, gravity
field, magnetic field and electromagnetic sounding, and atmospheric
composition and dynamics. The Working Group concluded that the most
important use of a plane in the aerial survey mode would be in topical
studies and returned sample site characterization. The airplane offers
the unique capability to do high resolution, oblique imaging, and
repeated profile measurements in the atmospheric boundary layer. It
offers the best platform from which to do electromagnetic sounding.
It is an adaptable vehicle that has the potential to offer many promising
options, such as the possibility of deploying instruments and sample
collection in the polar regions, which are inaccessible with soft landers
or rovers.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
A. MARS AIRPLANE HISTORY
The concept of a Mars airplane arose directly from a small, remotely
piloted airplane developed by D. Reed at the NASA Dryden Flight Research
Center. This small airplane, the Mini-sniffer, is a high-altitude powered
glider designed to conduct stratospheric sampllng above 20,000 meters
(70,000 feet). The plane's power is provided by a hydrazine (non air-
breathing) piston engine developed by J. Akkerman of the Johnson Space
Center.
Studies by D. Reed and Developmental Sciences Inc. established the
feasibility of airplane flight in the thin Mars atmosphere and of deploy-
ing airplanes into the Mars atmosphere from an orbiting spacecraft. Sub-
sequent studies have resulted in the design of a Mars airplane capable
of flying for periods up to 25 hours with payloads of 40 kg. Table I-I
gives the basic flight characteristics that are of interest to scientific
investigations from the airplane. More detailed information about the
airplane design and operation is given in Appendix A.
B. OPERATIONAL MODES OF THE AIRPLANE
Three different operational modes of the airplane can be considered:
delivery of science packages, sample collection, and as an aerial survey
platform. Although different airplanes could be used in different modes
on any one mission or one airplane could be used in several modes, it is
worthwhile to consider the modes separately. This provides the simplest
and operationally least demanding base from which to make evaluations.
The important unique features of the airplane are its capability to
travel long distances (several thousand kilometers) in short times (<25
hours) at low altitudes and to traverse dangerous terrain that may be of
high geologic interest. These attributes provide advantages to the air-
plane over other vehicles in all three of its operational modes. Given
this inherent advantage in speed, range, and site availabllity, the use-
fulness of the airplane operating in the deployment mode depends on the
i science packages that can be deployed. Considerable attention has already
been given to deployed science packages, in situ surface analysis, and
surface networks (A Mars 1984 Mission, 1977; Final Report and Recommenda-
tions of the Ad Hoc Surface Penetrator Science Committee, 1976). Other
vehicles (penetrators, hard landers and soft landers) also offer the
capability to deploy scientific instruments. The main advantage of
the airplane is its potential for reaching sites that cannot be reached
safely by the other vehicles (e.g., polar regions, canyons and scarps).
Given that the airplane can land and take off, an obvious and valuable
use for the airplane would be for sample collection. Sample retrieval,
however, is demanding on airplane design and operations (repeated landing
and takeoff, precise navigation, and sample acquisition devices).
I-I
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_able 1-1. Mars Airplane Ch_r'nct_)rJsties
Cruise speed 60 - 90 m/s (216-324 km/h)
Cruise duration 13 - 25 h (18 - 31)a
Deployment altitude 7.5 km
Flight altitude 0 - 15 km
Payload 40 - 100 kg
Maximum range 6000 km (I0,000)a
aAfter completion of the working group considerations it was discovered
that high energy density batteries were available that make an electric
airplane feasible. This longer lifetime does not affect the conclusions
about the general utility of the airplane as a Mars exploration vehicle.
C. SCOPE OF THE WORKING GROUP EVALUATION
The Working Group considered the airplane primarily as an aerial
survey platform because of the short time available and because the use-
fulness of this mode had not been evaluated. Seven possible experiment
areas were chosen as the basis for evaluating the airplane's science
capability in the aerial survey mode:
(1) Visual imaging.
(2) Gamma ray spectroscopy.
(3) Infrared reflectance spectroscopy.
(_) Gravity field.
(5) Magnetic field.
(6) Electromagnetic sounding.
(7) Atmosphere composition and dynamics.
1-2
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SECTION II
EXPERIMENT ASSESSMENT
A. VISUAL IMAGING
Historically, the treatment of the geology of the planets has,
in many ways, been opposite that of the Earth. On Earth, we have grown
to understand our planet first in a local sense through field studies,
then in a regional sense with the advent of aerial photography, and fi-
nally in a global sense through the increasingly popular use of satellite
images. On the other planets, particularly Mars, we have initiated
our studies with a global perspective and are working our way toward
a finer view. As imaging is the only sense that humans and their robot
surrogates share, it becomes an important medium for communication
and investigation.
I. Experiment Description
An airborne imaging system on Mars would present an extremely
valuable opportunity to address major questions of Martian geology.
The experiment would presumably acquire both high- and moderate-reso-
lution images from near-normal and oblique viewing directions.
The airplane's proximity to the surface allows high-resolutlon
imaging, and its range allows access to large tracts of land. Both
points are important when one recognizes the extreme diversity of the
Martian surface, at least at image resolutions obtained from orbit.
The superficial absence of diversity at Viking lander image resolution
has two contributing explanations: the Viking landing sites were chosen
in areas specifically devoid of large-scale relief (primarily for safety
reasons), and on flat, relatively uncratered surfaces, few processes
compete with the homogenizing effects of eolian deflation. An important
airplane observation would be the scale at which the Martian surface
changes from one characterized by complex and diverse landforms to
one of relatively homogeneous aspects.
There exist at present (or will soon exist) a number of imaging
systems that could be used aboard the Mars Airplane. Many different
types of vidlcon systems are currently used on DOD remotely piloted
vehicles. NASA has developed and flown a number of slow-scan vldicons,
and Is currently developing charge-coupled devices (CCD's) for spaceflight.
Many of these systems have very low masses (except for optics) owing
to rapid advances in electronic component miniaturization. As wlll
be discussed shortly, optics on a Mars Airplane need not be very large.
Thus, the imaging system may be relatively simple to implement.
Figures 2-1, 2, 3 present several oblique aerial photographs
of terrestrial features that are likely to have Martian counterparts.
The principal asset of an airplane imaging system Is its ability to
return such views.
2-I
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Figure 2-I. Meteor Crater, Arizona. An oblique view of Meteor Crater,
Arizona, taken from an altitude of about I km above the
surface. Meteor Crater, formed by an impact, is about
1.2 km in diameter, and is markedly polygonal in outline.
The image has a field-of-view of about 40 x 60 deg, centered
about 60 deg from the vertical. Resolution is about 4 m
(-2m/pixel). Note the mass movements within the crater,
the slope drainage, ejecta outside the crater, and the
large blocks (the largest in the foreground is 16 m acrossl).
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i Figure 2-2. Kllauea Caldera, Hawaii. Oblique view of Kilauea.Caldera
and Mauna Kea (horizon) as seen in 1954. The caldera
is roughly 3 x it.5km. Halemaumau, the inner pit, is
about 1 km In diameter. The caldera is 120 m deep• This
image was taken from an altitude of about 1.2 km above
the surface, at approxlamtely 60 deg emission angle.
Resolution is about 4 m (near-field). Note the 1954 lava
flow, the numerous fault blocks and the plt crater in
middle foreground. Also note the cones on the flanks
of Ma_.a Kea.
2-3
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Figure 2-3. Wright Dry Valley, Antarctica. Aerial view of the Labyrinth
region of the Wright Dry Valley. Upper Wright Glacier is in
the lower left; McMu_.do Sound and Mount Erebus (a 13,200-ft
volcano) are in the distance. This oblique photo was taken
by the U.S. Navy on November 14, 1959, from an altitude of
6 km above sea level. The resolution is about 20 m in the
near-field. The troughed terrain may have been produced
by subglaciai erosion, by a catastrophic flood, or by salt
weathering and eolian erosion.
1979006329-011
2. Host Important Measurement
The =o_t important type of measurement to be made by the airplane
imaging system Is oblique photography. Oblique images convey much more
information than vertical images for two reasons: first, the oblique
perspective is one most interpretable by humans because our visual
perception is oriented obliquely (i.e., from standing, standing on a
mountain, or looking out from an airplane); and second, the oblique view
conveys part of the topographic relief In the projected plane of the
viewer. In the following paragraphs the capability of an airplane imaging
system will be evaluated and compared to current or prospective orbtt•l
systems and to an orbital system of comparable capabilities. For this
comparison, any new system will be assumed to utilize •n 800 x 800
element CCD with 15.2q-micron element spacing. It is important to
note that, for vertical imaging, a line array system may be more valuable
than one that frames. However, for oblique photogr•_hj line array
systems do not work well. Thus, this treatment has been limited to
frMing cameras.
A reasonably low-resolution system would consist of • relatively
short focal length lens. For example, a 15-:m focal leugth lens would
provide a 50 deg (O.88-rad) field of view. At 1 km altitude, this
translates to an 880-m-square area viewed vertically, with • resolution
of about 2.5 m (1.2 :/pixel).
A high-resolution system might consist of a 150-:m focal length
lens, which would give a 5 deg (O.09-rad) field of view. Again, at
1 km altitude and looking vertically, this translates to a 90-m field
of view and • resolution of 0.25 m (0.10 m/plxel).
_efore these values can he given further consideration, the mar
lInlt•tions must be •ssessnd. AseuaIng the highest ground speed (90 n_s)
and a smear limit of 0.5 pixel, the exposure Interval for the low-resolution
mode must be less than 6 ms. For the high-resolution node, an exposure
Interval of 0.6 ms would be required. The former can be achieved vlth
• vail•hie shutters. However, the latter 1• beyond slapie technology,
and thus image motion c_-m_ensetton _)uld be required. Such lamge motion
compensation could be eleotronl_ (i.e., shifting the charge• within
the CCD during the exposure) or :_eehenleal (ahlfttnF the position of
the Image on the CCD, shifting t;_ optics, or the _l:n). In this latter
ease the movement is mill (0.5 an•d) but relatively e••y to accomplish.
Exposure times of 6 m• are reasonable for f-numbers of •bout 9.5
or lover. An •vail•hie lens has • zoom capability from 15-150 ma Rnd
m • 79-m lens aperture, yielding a maximum f-number of f/1.8. Thus,
exposure rates are not limited by available light until late afternoon
hours. For night-time viewing, im_e intensifiers or active IR tm_int
systems (currently used by IX)D) may permit dayti_-b/n|e_htt!ee •ircraf_
j operations.
.! For oblique viewing conditions, the resolutions ire reduced and
the fields of view (in km) are increased. Assumlr_ a horizon-viewing
image with 10 _eg of sky above the horizon and an altitude of 1 km,
the image wouid be centered _t an eml_sior, angle of 73.f_ deg, with
i
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the near-field •t 48.6 deg. The resolution of Images of this type
would be, rot the low resolution system, 3.7 m (1.7 m/plxel) near-tie]d,
7.7 n (3.5 n/pixel) center-field, and, given a smooth surface to the
horizon (82 km distant), 200 m (90 m/pixel) at the horizon. The ,';eld
or view would be some 1.7 kmwAde in the near-field, ]._ km at the
center, and 7] km at the horizon.
For the hlKh-resolutAon system, o_ln8 to its :ore limited field
ot view, three separate ln88es would be needed to look at: _8.6 3 5,
73.6 _ 5, and 88.6 ± 5 des. The resolution would be: 0.3 m (0.1 m/plxel)
at 48.6 des, 0.7 m (0.] m/pAxel) a_ 7].6 deg, and 20 m (9 m/pAxel) at
the horizon. Imase size at the center or each frame would be about
118 n, 250 m and 7.25 kn, respectively.
PlotJres or hlsh resolution can also be taken from orbit, Viking
cameras, used with Hariner 10 or Voyager hAsh-resolution optics, would
have pixel resolution• or 8 _rad and a field or view or 0.5 z 0.56
deg. From 300 kn altitude, this would _leld a resolution of 5.5 m
(2.4 u/pAxel) and a field or view or 2.5 x 2.8 kn. Oblique views or
the horizon would have a resolution or 25 m (12 n/p;xel) ard width
or 13 km. Exposure times would have to be small (less than _o0 s)
to limit smear - too short rot existing shutter•. Thus, AmaKemotion
compensation or extremely small values would be needed (-70 _rad).
UnFortunately, ViklnS-type vidAoons are deficient In sensitivity,
amd other factors have all but eliminated their use In planetary exploration.
A acre likely caners would use a 800 x 800 CCD, with a resolution or
about 10 _rad per pixel. The vertical vlewinK resolution and field
or view would then be 7 n (3 s/_Axel) and 2._ km square. At the horizon,
these values would be 32 a (15 _/plxel) and 12 km.
Although these comparisons (Table 2-1) show that it As possible
to anqulre high-resolution images from orbit, a major deficiency As
In data rate and contiguous _overqe. For the airplane rlyAnl at 90
u/a at an altitude or 1 kn, one vartieal, low-resolution Image every
5 seconds would provide _8_ overlap and a 24 de8 steroconvergeney angle.
_uunlng 8-bit enoodlns, this translates to an average bit rate or
1Hbit/e. Special oodint _oheaea could lower the bit rate by •t least
a f_iotor oF 2. To acquire hlsh-resolutAon vertical images in a contlsuous
strip overlapped by _8_ would require • data rate or about 9.8 Hblts/s.
To acquire observations From orbit similar to the low-resolution airplane
im_e8 would require a data rate or 14.6 Hbits/s.
No-overlap IroN;era vould reduce the above data rates to (1) airplane,
low-resolution, 525 kblts/e, (2) a_rplane, high-resolution, 5 Hblts/s,
orbit, Irish-resolution, 7.6 Ko_ts/s.
3. A/rpZane Requirm_mt•
Ammum_n_an 800 x 800 element CG_)array and 8-_]t en:odirg, each
aLrplame ima_Lnt; Frame vo_ld consist o_ _. 12 HbLts. At the hLghest
_JroraFt velocity, the data system would have to handle data rates _tween
2-6
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Table 2-I. Comparison of orbital and airplane imaging systems
System Altitude, Focal Vertical Vertical 45 deg horizon, Data Rate
km Length, FOV m/pixel (no-overlap),
mm km Mbits/s
Viking 300 475 7.9 x 8.7 7.5 11.0 37.0 4.0
Galileo CCD 300 1500 2.4 3.0 4.4 14.6 7.6
Airplane 1 15 0.9 1.2 1.7 90 0.5
(low
resclution)
Airplane I 150 0.09 0.10 0.14 9 5.3
(high
resolution)
0.53 kbits/s to as high as 10 Mblts/s (depending on overlap and resolution).
An operational scenario can only be constructed around a given data rate.
4. ProbLems
Pointing the camera at interesting th ngs will be a major problem,
given the time delay to receipt of data and round-trip light-time to
Mars. Oblique views need not be taken as often as vertical views in
order to assure overlap. Thus it may be feasible to program the camer_
to take "helical" panoramas. Data rate appears to be the major limitation.
5. Recommendations
An imaging system appears fundamental to a Mars Airplane. Thus
pre-misslon development of bit-encodlng schemes, variable focal length
optics, and, especially, image motion compensation should be given
high priority.
B. GAb_MA-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
Gamma-ray spectroscopy provides information on the surface elemental
abundance.
I. Experiment Description
Gamma rays with characteristic energies are emitted from three
sources:
1979006329-014
(I) The decay of naturally radioactive isotopes and daughter
products of uranium, thorium and potassium.
(2) The decay of cosmic-ray-lnduced radlonuclldes (neutron
or proton capture).
(3) The de-excitation of nuclei resulting from the scattering
of high-energy cosmic ray particles.
Comparison of the relative intensities of the gamma ray lines
produced by each element permits the determination of elemental abundance.
The basic theory has be_n described by Reedy et al. (1973).
The gamma rays are detected by interaction with a crystal which
produces a pulse of visible light proportional to the energy of the
incident gamma ray. A photomultipller tube coupled to the crystal
measly'as the intensity of the light pulse. The system can be collimated
to measure gamma rays from a restricted solid angle by surrounding
the primary detector wlch a second detector in all but the desired
direction. Any gamma ray photon detected by both is eliminated, as
are high-energy particles incident on the detector.
Two detector systems are available:
(I) A thalllum-activated sodium iodide crystal (NaI(TI)) which
has relatively low-energy resolution (-50 keY at 0.66 MeV)
and relatively high sensitivity. This type of gamma-ray
spectrometer was flown on the Apollo 15 and 16 Command
and Service Modules (CSM) in orbit around the Moon, and
has been described by Harrlngton et al. (1974).
(2) A lithium-doped germanium crystal (Go(hi)) which has high-
energy resolution (-I key) but is about a factor of 4 less
sensitive than the NaI(TI) detector. Although such an
instrument has not yet been flown on spacecraft, a discussion
and performance evaluation of a Ge(Li) sys _m is provided by
Metzger et al. (1975). Since the determination of the intensity
cf descrete gamma ray lines is the primary purpose of the
instrument, the higher energy resolution of the Ge(Li) system
more than overcomes Its lower sensitivity relative to the
KaI(T1) system. The Ge(Li) gamma ray spectrometer should
be considered as the preferred version of this experiment
for any future flight missions.
2. Most Important Measurement
Deployed on a Mars Airplane, the gamma-ray spectrometer has the
potentlal of determining the abundance of the natural radioactive ei_uents
(U, Th, K) and of some of the more common or "radioactively select"
elements in the surface material of the planet (Fe, Ti, $I, O, At,
Mg, Ca, C, H, Na, Mn, Ni, S, CI, Lu, Cr, St, Ba, and Gd). Since each
element Is detectable when its descrete gamma-ray emission llnes(s)
can be isolated from the general background flux of gamma radiation,
2-8
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Table 2-2. Gamma-ray spectroscopy sensitivity limits for a
lithium-doped germanium crystal detector, lunar
orbit (100 km)
Observing time
I h 10 h 100 h
Element 3-6MDL 3-6MDL 3-6MDL
Th ppm 0.52 0.17 0.052
U ppm 0.12 0.039 0.012
K% 0.028 0.0087 0.0028
FeSn 2.2 0.70 0.22
Ti$n 0.90 0.28 0.090
Si% 3.4 1.1 0.34
0% 6.5 2.1 0.65
Al$ 5.5 1.8 0.55
Mg% 3.0 0.95 0.30
Ca%n 20.0 6.2 2.0
C% 5.4 1.7 0.54
H%n 0.75 0.24 0.075
Na% 1.0 0.32 0.10
Mn% 1.8 0.56 0.18
Ni% 1.2 0.38 0.12
Cr$ 4.1 1.3 0.41
S% 7.3 2.3 0.73
CI% 0.26 0.081 0.026
Lu ppm 11 3.5 1.1
Gd ppm 250 80 25
the limiting sensitivity and the precision of the determination depends
on the counting time. The longer the counting time in a particular
region of the planet, the lower the detection limit and the higher
the precision of the elemental abundance determination. Metzger et
al. (1975) have calculated the detection limits for a number of elements
with a Ge(Li) system in orbit around the Moon (100-km altitude) and
Mars (1000-km altitude). The calculated values of elemental sensitivity
limits as a function of three different counting intervals are given
in Tables 2-2 and 2-3 (from Metzger et al., 1975).
The effects of the Martian atmosphere, both in attenuating (primarily
by Compton scattering) the gamma rays and in attenuating the energetic
cosmic rays which serve as an excitation and radlonucllde production
mechanism, are clearly evident from the increased counting time needed
in the Martian case to approach the same detection sensitivity.
The sensitivity limits given for the Mars orbiting gamma-ray
spectrometer are not directly applicable to the Mars alrplane-borne
system, nor is any simple conversion to precise airborne sensitivity
2-9
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Table 2-3. Gamma-ray spectroscopy sensitivity limits for a
lithium-doped germanium crystal detector, Mars
orbit (1000 km)
Sensitivlty (36)
Apollo 11 Uncollimated Collimated
basalt
Element (mean) I h 10 h 100 h I h 10 h 100 h
Th ppm 2.I I.5 0.5 O. 15 2.7 0.9 0.27
U ppm 0.55 0.9 0.3 0.10 I.7 0.5 0.17
K% 0.12 0.11 0.03 0.011 0.19 0.060 0.019
Fe% 12 4.4 1.4 0.44 8.7 2.7 0.87
Ti% 5 1.8 0.57 O. 18 3.6 I.I 0.36
Si% 20 11 3 I.I 22 7 2.2
0% 42 13 4 I.3 _7 8 2.7
AI% 7.I - 9 2.9 - 16 5
Mg% 4.6 - 4.0 1.2 - 7 2.2
Ca% 8.6 - - 6.6 - - 12
C% (30) a 12 4 1.2 - 8 2.4
H% (5)a 2.4 0.75 0.24 4.1 1.3 0.41
Na% 0.3 - 3 I.I - - I.9
Mn% 0.2 - 1.1 0.35 - - 0.69
Ni% 0.024 - 0.11 0.23 - 1.4 0.45
S% O. 10 - 4.8 1.5 - - 3. I
Ci% 0.003 - O.17 0.052 - - O. 10
Lu ppm 2 - - 17 - - 29
Cr, Sr, Ba and, Gd may also be detectable at the longer observing times.
aproJected polar cap concentrations for Mars.
limits possible. In the case of an orbiter, the full atmosphere must
be traversed by a gamma ray (-19 gm/cm2 from the 7-m bar level) which
would tend to decrease the gamma-ray flux from any small solid angle
element as compared to a detector in the atmosphere. Moreover, the
whole planet subtends a solid angle of about 100 deg (-2.5 steradlans)
as seen from the spacecraft in a 1000-km orbit, while a detector (uncclllmated)
near the planetary surface views a solid angle of 2_steradlans. However,
most of the gamma-ray flux which reaches the orbiting detector is derived
within about 40 deg (viewing angle from orbit) of the subspacecraft
point and has transversed (and has been scattered by) only a slightly
longer average atmospheric path than that of a normal to the planetary
surface. By contrast, a near-surface detector would be expected to
receive much of its flux from surface elements in the far field. Since
the mass in an atmospheric path goes as I/coslne of the angle to the
normal while the scattering goes as the exponential (-1.0 x mass x
scattering efficiency), where the scattering efficiency of the Martian
atmosphere varies significantly over the gamma-ray energy region of
2-10
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interest (0.087 cm2/gm at 0.50 MeV, 0.020 om2/gm at 10.0 MeV), the far-
field surface elements wlll contribute gamma-ray flux with significantly
different spectral energy distributions than the near-field elements.
For our purposes here, we can assume that the Mars orbital sensi-
tivity Levels for the Ge system provide reasonable lower limits on the
secslt_vity of an airborne system; that is, the detection thresholds
s'_ou.'cbe lower and the precision of abundance determinations should be
hlghe for a gamma-ray spectrometer on a Mars airplane.
3. Airplane Requirements
'_hemajor advantages of a mobile low-elevation gamma-ray spectro-
scopy _xperiment are two-fold. First the spatial resolution of the
surfac is much greater with a surface or near-surface gamma-ray system
than __th an orbital system. As is evident from the conclusion of the
oreced_.ng secton (and from Metzger et al., 1975), typical minimum inte-
&ration times for the Ge(Li) system are on the order of one-half to one
hour. For a fixed or very slowly moving carrier (e.g., static lander or
rover), the surface resolution is on the order of a few hundred square
meters, depending on the specific placement of the spectrometer. For a
Mars airplane system cruising at approximately 200 km/h and at an alti-
tude of I, 2, 5 and 10 km, the surface resolution would be about 400,
800 2000 and 4000 km2, respectively. A flight of 10-h duration would
provide about 10 such resolution units, somewhat less or more depending
on the particular element being studied. By contrast, the gamma-ray
spe_,trometer in a 1000-km orbit would have a surface resolution element
of _oout a million square kilometers. Clearly the airborne gamma-ray
spec _rometer would provide a valuable intermediate resolutzon to comple-
ment the _round-ba_,d and orbiting systems.
In order to optimize the scientific return from an airborne Martian
gamma-ray spectrometer, three factors should be taken into account:
(I) Flight elevation,
(2) Flight path.
(3) Duratic and sequencing of experiment operation.
The flight elevation will have an effect on the total surface area
sampled by a _iven integration interval. However, since the area being
sampled will be of an extremely _longated form (-2-I0 km x 200 km), this
should n¢:tbe a major consideration in flight elevation selection. Of
much mc_'e significance is the effect of flight elevation on the neces-
sary _ountirg time for system. Figure 2-4 shows the gamma-ray flux
recoAved by an uncollimated detector at several elevations above the
Martian surface. Atmospheric scattering and geometric effects are taken
into consideration. It is evident that at higher elevations one suffers
a significBnt loss of signal, expecially in the lower energy region
(0.5-2.0 a,V) of the gamma-ray spectrum. Figure 2-5 exhibits the effect
o£ flight elevation on signal intensity for several gamaa-ray photon
energies. Thus a low elevation flight line will enhance the sensitivity
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of this instrument and/or increase the number of resolvable surface
units.
The flight path to optimize the scientific return of a gamma-ray
spectrometer cannot be defined a priori, but several guidelines can be
stated. First, the flight path should attempt to maintain position
within the boundary of each significant surface unit (identified by
other means) for at least the minimum integration interval. Second, the
flights should be concentrated in regions with a number of identifiable
surface units. The available spectral evidence (McCord et al., 1977)
indicates that the Martian dark areas exhibit significant mineralogical
variations (apparently from the types of exposed rock fields seen on the
Viking lander images) while the bright areas are spectrally very uniform
(presumably dust and weathering products homogenized on a planetary scale).
Therefore, it would be most useful to concentrate the bulk of the flight
time in the dark areas of Mars.
The gamma-ray instrument should never be turned off once it is
deposited in the Martian environment. Since the detection sensitivity
of the experiment and the precision of elemental determinations are
proportional to counting time, the experiment should be turned on at
all times. If, for example, the airplane is configured to survive
a Martian night (when imaging and reflectance spectrometer experiments
cannot be used) by landing, every effort should be directed toward
maintaining the gamma-ray instrument in an operational state, taking
data. Moreover, thought should be given to taking data for as long
an interval as possible after the airplane has exhausted its fuel and
is no longer mobile.
4. Recommendations
A gamma-ray spectrometer utilizing a germanium detector deployed
on a Mars Airplane would provide significant surface elemental abundance
determination capability with both mobility and surface spatial resolution
at two different resolution scales: (I) a few hundred square meter_
in the stationary surface mode, and (2) a few hundred square kilometers
in the flight mode.
To optimize scientific returns from the airborne gamma-ray instrument,
(I) flight elevation should be at a minimum altitude, (2) flight paths
should be concentrated in regions of maximum geologic (mineralogic)
diversity, most probably the Martian dark regions, and (3) the instrument
should be maintained in a data-taking mode at all times during the
. life of the aircraft and as long as possible after termination of its
mobile phase.
C. INFRARED REFLECTANCE SPECTROSCOPY
The purpose of this experiment is to provide surface mineralogy
and mineral abundance information.
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1. Experiment Description
When visible and near-infrared light interacts with minerals, a
variety of photon absorption mechanisms give rise to diagnostic features
in the spectrum of the reflected light. Electronic transitions of
outer shell electrons (particularly among the transition metals: Fe,
Ni, Ti, Co, Cr, etc.) produce absorption features which are directly
related to the absorbing cation and to the crystallographic location
in which it resides. Inter!onic or charge transfer absorptions in
which electrons are exchanged between adjacent ions dominate the blue
and UV portion of the spectrum and are responsible for the characteristic
red color of iron oxides and Martian surface materials. The specific
nature of the ionic arrangement governs the energy and intensity of
these absorption features. In the near-IR portion of the spectrum
(1-4 pm), absorption features arise from combinations or harmonics
of the bending, stretching and rotational modes of OH, CO, CH and other
molecules. For example, the several "water" features between 1.4 and
3.2 pm shift their positions and relative intensity depending on the
state of the water (liquid, ice, vapor, bound water, water of hydration,
etc.). These features thus can be used to identify and characterize
the hydrates, carbonate and "organic" minerals. The basic theory underlying
this work has been outlined by Adams (1975).
Extensive ground-based telescopic, visible and near-IR spectral
studies of Mars have been carried out in the last few years. This
work has been described by McCord et at. (1977, 1978) and Huguenin
et al. (1977). Absorption features attributed to atmospheric C02,
solid H20 , ferric oxides (of several types and hydration states), and
several types of ferrosilicates have been identified in these ground-
based spectra. These studies also indicate that the bright area and
dust cloud material is quite uniform and apparently represents a planet-
wide homogenization of weathering products. The Martian dark areas
exhibit a range of spectral features attributed to exposed rock of
varying type mixed with the ubiquitous bright dust (an interpretation
consistent with the images returned by the Viking I and 2 landers).
Two visible and near-IR reflectance spectrometers have been designed
for deployment in spacecraft missions: the LPO spectrometer and the
Galileo mapping spectrometer. Both systems utilize a small telescope
t) collect and collimate the light from a surface spot, dichrolc mirrors
to divide the spectrum into different orders, and prisms or gratings
to _,sperse the light onto linear arrays of solid state (CCD, PbS)
deteL:_ors which simultaneously sample all wavelengths. Typical spectral
resolution is about 0.5-1% and integration time is about 0.5 s for
the lunar case. The Galileo system builds up a linear array of spectra
at right angles to the line of flight by using a mirror in the system
to displace the spot being measured. Motion along with flight path
produces a 2-dlmensional spectral image.
An alternate spectral imaging system would involve the dispersion
of an entrance sllt (normal to flight direction) on a 2-dlmenslonal
detector array (e.g., CCD). Such detector arrays are available which
are sensitive over the -0.3-1.1 pm spectral region. Such a system
was proposed for LPO in conjunction with the reflectance spectrometer.
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2. Most Important Measurement
Deployed on a Mars Airplane, the reflectance spectrometer has the
potential of determining the mineralogy and abundance of a number of
oxide, silicate, carbonate and hydrated minerals present on the Martian
surface as well as determining the presence and/or abundance of H20 and
CO2 frosts, ices or clathrates. The airborne system would provide both
increased areal coverage over either a rover or fixed lander and higher
resolution than an orbiter. In the nominal LPO and Galileo instruments,
the field of vlew subtends an angle of about 0.01 rad, corresponding
to a ;O-km resolution element from a ;O00-km orbiter or 10-100 m from
a low flying airplane (I-10 km). With a ground speed QJlnlmum) of
60-90 m/s and an integration time of 0.5 s, the length cf the resolution
element along the ground track would be about 50 m. The field of view
of the spectrometer might be increased to increase the slgnal-to-nolse
level or to increase the speed of the system slightly (0.25 s).
Spectral imaging is important since it permits the extent of
characterized mineralogical units identified in detailed spectra to
be mapped. The areal extent of mlneralogically characterized surface
units as well as their stratlgraphlc or areal relationships Is an important
datum in understanding the processes which form and degrade the surface
material of Mars. Such detailed spectral maps would be a major new
contribution to Mars science. Unfortunately, the only spectral imaging
system currently under development (Galileo) is not suited for mapping
from a rapidly moving platform. The spectral Imager (imaging a spectrally
dispersed slit on a 2-dlmenslonal detector array) proposed as part
of the LPO experiment would provide the needed speed but Is not currently
a developed system.
An alternative approach is to use a filter wheel combined with
the existing imaging system on the airplane. The advantage of such
a system is that it requires only a minimal addition to the camera
weight. The major disadvantage of a filter system is that it slows
down (increases the smeaR limit) the imaging system. Relatlvely broad
bandpass filters (-1000 X) would minimize the increase in exposure
time. Major consideration should be given to the selection of filters
for such a system. The appropriate filters should be selected only
after a detailed consideration of the spectral properties of Martian
materials. The filters should also have relatively high, uniform (rectangular
passband) transmission near their nominal wavelength as well as very
low transmission (<O.O;S) outside their nominal passband. The Scientific
return from spectral images will be directly proportional to the amount
of reasoned consideration given the selection of filters. These are
not going to be off-the-shelf items!
For regions with material distributions similar to the Viking
I and 2 landing sites, that is, discrete distributions of rocks, soll
and dunes on a scale of 10 cm or larger, special spectral deconvolutlon
techniques can be utilized to isolate the spectral signature of the
dune or rock population. A single spectrum (with a high signal-to-
noise level) could be resolved into 2 or more discrete spectra of
the individual distinct units within the resolution element.
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3. Airplane Requirements
Of course, the reflectance spectrometer' can only be operated
during the Martian day, but to minimize phase angle effects most measurements
should be taken at high sun angle (i.e., near noon local time). Flight
elevation is not a critical factor in the data taking.
4. Problems
The problems are minimal. A system using either filter wheels
or an LPO type spectral imaging system could be readily developed.
5. Recommendations
A visible and near-IR (-0.4-4 pm) reflectance spectrometer deployed
on a Mars Airplane would provide significant mlneraloglc information
about the surface material of the planet, whlch would, in turn, provide
insight into the formation and weathering processes active on the Martian
surface. A spectral imaging system (most probably a filter system
attached to the imaging system, unless development funds for a true
high-speed spectral imaging system are forthcoming) would provide a
means of mapping out the areal extent of the materials characterized
from the detailed spectra. The Galileo or LPO spectrometer could meet
the needs of the airborne system.
A strong recommendation Is made that, if a filter system is to
be utllzed to produce spectral images, detailed consideration be given
to optimizing the number of filters, their wavelengths and bandpasses
to the special spectral properties of Martian surfare materials.
D. GRAVITY FIELD
The gravity field of Mars has been observed using doppler tracking
of both the Mariner 9 spacecraft and the Viking Orbiters (Reasenberg,
et al. 1975; SJogren, 1978). This tracking data has been used to construct
spherical harmonic representations of the gravity field through degree six.
This low-resolution representation provides no Information about the
short-wavelength gravity variations which may constrain models of near-
surface density variations or crustal structure (<50 km depth). A gravity
survey from a Mars Airplane would be very useful for measuring short-
wavelength gravity anomalies associated with crustal density variations.
1. Experiment Description
Two different instruments can potentially measure the Mars gravity
field from the airplan,: an airborne gravlmeter and a gravity gradiometer
(which measures the components of the spatial gradient of the gravityI W
vector). The torsion balance developed by yon Eotvoa in the 19th century
was actually the first gravity gradiometer. However, this Instrument
can only be operated on a fixed base. Instruments to measure gravity
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gradients from an airplane or other _oving vehicle (i.e., an acceleration-
filled environment) are currently being developed by the Charles Stark
Draper Laboratory, Bell Aerospace Co., and Hughes Research Co. Each
of the designs requires a triad of three gradiometer instruments In
order to determine all components of the gravity gradient, insofar as
any individual instrument measures only two components. A complete
determination of the gradient tensor would require three gradlometers
in addition to a stable platform. For such a state-of-the-art. 3-compo-
nent system, one might obtain noise levels as low as order 10 -t EU
(fundamentally limited by thermal noise), and ;O-s (1-km) sampling
intervals. This system would have substantial size and wetght, probably
in excess of Mars Airplane mission capabilities.
A single gradiometer measuring components Dgz/_x and bgz/_y would
be sufficient for the mission's purpose, as one needs only to measure
agz/%X to integrate along track and recovery scalar gravity anomalies.
A single gradiometer package would require averaging (smoothing) of
platform jitter, and the sampling interval would be reduced to 30 s
(3 km). Reduced gradlometer size (increased thermal noise) coulO still
result in resolution of order 1 EU. Spatial resolution of the single
gradlometer option can be expected to be approximately comparable with
that of he gravlmeter.
The alternative way to measure gravity is the gravimeter. The
logical choice for a sensor would be the sort of aerospace accelerometer
which is used for inertial navigation purposes. The sensing device
is basically a magnetically suspended coil with an accompanying proof
mass. After averaging the inertial accelerations out of the measurements,
one Is left with the scalar gravity anomaly.
For the Mars Airplane mission, the gravity gradiometer has some
obvious advantages over the conventional gravlmeter. The gradlometer
is not sensitive to vertical accelerations nor does It require an Eotvos
correction. Furthermore, the reference gravity field determlnat[ons
are strongly degraded by altitude uncertainty. The vertical gradient
(free-alr correction) of the Mars reference 8ravlty field is 0.2 maal/m
or ; maal for every 5 m. Insofar as uncertainties in Mars' gravitational
equlpotentlal surface (geold) from exlstlng models (Reasenberg et al,
;975) are on the order of 100 m, altitude uncertainties are on the
order of I00 m. In comparison, the variation of the Martian reference
gravity gradient with altitude is slight (2 x 10-3 _Im).
In spite of the aforementioned disadvantages of the gravlmeter,
it should be considered as a mission option. The gravlmeter package
would have the advantage of compactness. As discussed above, altitude
m_csrtalnties are roughly 100 m, implying gravity errors of at least
20 mgal. Gravimeters of the LaCoste-Romberg type would have seriously
degraded resolution in the dynamic, airplane environment. However,
force-feedback aerospace-type fj-avimeters (accelerometers) would be
suitable and capable of resolution on the order of 20 mpl, which Is
all that Is required. Vertical accele-atlons of the airplane can only
be separated from gravity determinations by averaging them out over
rather long Intervals (at least 10 s or 1 km). Eotvos corrections
are of course required.
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2. Most Important Measurement
The most important eontrlbution of an airplane gravity survey
would be to provide high-resolutlon (a few kilometers) gravity profil_s
over selected surface features of Mars. These profiles would provide
information on shallow crustal density variations and isostatic compensation.
Such gravity information would provide a strong complementary set of
data to be used wlth seismic data in estimating the crustal thickness
of Mars. One posstble investigation might focus on the Tharsis topographic
high, in order to determine the amount of crustal thickening (as proposed
by Phillips et al., 1973), if any, in this region. On the other hand,
it is possible that portions of the uplift in this region may be due
to thermal expansion as seen on the Earth of mid-ocean ridges. The
Coprates Chasms - which appears to be related tectonically to Tharsls -
would also merit the shorter wavelength gravity surve) that the Mars
Airplane mission could provide.
Another possible investigation might attempt to resolve the gravity
effect associated with apparent lava flows observed photographically
(Viking Orbiter I)near volcanos such as Arsia Mona. For example,
an abruptly terminated lava flow which is 500 m thick and possesses
a 0.1 gm cm-3 density contrast wlth respect to the adjacent country
rock would generate gravity gradients dgz/dX approaching 10 EU at 0.5-
km height _bove ground. A Mars Airplane equipped with a gradlometer
could measure such gravity gradients.
A large gravity hlgh (wavelength 500 km) has bee_ observed (SJogren,
1978) over the Isldls Planitla, a basin or topographic low. This mascon-
like feature may be due to a high-density crustal intrusion or updwelllng
mantle plug. A gravity survey from the Mars Airplane would help constrain
the shape, size, and position of this density anomaly.
3. Airplane Requirements
Essential supporting measurements can be provlded by navigation
equipment which is necessary for the overall mission. For both the
gradiometer and the gravlmeter options, position and altitude are required
and can be obtained respectively from a visual imaging system and a
radar and/or barometric altimeter.
As one gravlmeter option, a strapdown accelerometer package could
be used for both inertial navigation purposes and gravity measurement
(with inertial acceleratlons averaged out). Alternatively, a slngle
acceleromet_r can be used as a gravlmeter by mounting it on a stable
platform. _o obtain desired resolution (see above) a two-axis platform
with 10-3 radian level of certainty would be sufficient.
i The gra6tometer on the other hand would require a three-axis
stable platform with a 10 -5 radlan level of certainty.
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4. Problems
Gravlmeter options do not present substantial engineering or
feasibility problems for the mission. Development of a sufficiently
stabilized platform for the gradlometer mission option could present
sore._difflculty.
5. Recommendations
The salient scientific needs as outlined above favor the inclusion
of the described gradlometer package in the Mars Airplane over gravlmeter
packages. However, the severe mission constraints on payload size
and weight and the development of a stable platform for the gradlometer
make the gravimeter the more feasible package.
F. MAGNETIC FIELD
The magnetic moment of Mars as reported by the Russians Is low
compared to that of the other planets (Dolginov, ;973). The extrapolated
surface field Is 607 and it may be le_ than 67 (Russell, 1978). Thls
implies that at present Mars does not have a significant internal field.
However, earlier epochs of planetary magnetism may have produced magnetized
surface features on Mars (e.g., lava flows from the volcanoes and stream
deposits). Measurement of the pattern of surface remnant magnetism
is of interest because of its implications for the evolution of Mars'
magnetic fleld.
I. Description of Experiment
_he typical magnetometers that are used on spacecraft end on
alreraft for terrestrial exploration are in general capable of operatin5
at a level of about 0.1 gammas. This level of sensitivity 13 readily
achieved by any of a number of systems. Perhaps for the present application,
a three-component fluxgate system to clearly track all three components
or the surface field would be most appropriate. Because of the need
to clearly separate time and spatial variations in the field it would
be useful to have a surface or an orbital system operatln8 at the same
time. Since it will be desirable to operate at the O.;-_mma threshhold
for mapping and correlation with geologic and/or topographic features
it Is essential to keep the sensors of the system as far as possible
from the magnetic aircraft components. This might be most effectively
done by a wing tip or tall installation and It would be quite desirable
to have an inboard sensor to detect the effect of the aircraft If It
becomes necessary to separate out the effect.
2. Most Important Measurement
Mapping of the local Martian masnetlc field is of _onslderable
interest since one can expect to find anomalies on Mars aaaoolated
with major geological features, l_e airplane offers the best platform
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(the only other is a rover) from which such high-resolution magnetic field
measurements can be made. Although Mars has at best a we_k surface field,
the materials of the solar system consistently record a memory of early
solar system fields. Mars may once have had a fluid core and dynamo. If
such once existed, those geologic units which were formed early in the
history of Mars may well carry a memory of this effect. In th_ older,
heavily b_mbarded surfaces these fields may we]1 be randomized and
preserve no effect. Or magnetic effects may be associated with the some-
what deeper and undisturbed crust. The accretion process of Mars may
have permitted its cooling crust tc have acquired a remanent magnetization
in the presence of early solar system fields. In either case, there may
be large volumes of material present which were magnetized early in
Martian :_istory. Subsequent volcanlc activlty may have taken place after
the dynamo stopped or after the early solar system fields died out.
This would mean that young volcanic constructs would at best be very
weakly magnetized. The hypo_hesls may be right or wrong, but the experiment
of magnetic mapping )vet a variety of well-mapped geological features
of varying age could reveal a great deal about the history of any _ -tian
field as well as being a useful mapping devlce in its own right.
In addition to the volcanic features that have been recognized,
are there major dike swarms, as we rind terrestrlally, r_flectlng tensional
periods in the Earth' crust? How deep is the Curie point i_ therm? Can
fault structures be mapped by offsetting magnetic features? Carlthe di-
rection of remanant magnetism be determined from examining the correlation
of topography and magnetic fields?
We know from Viking that there are magnetic minerals on Mars,
dndoubtedly in oxidized state, and if any magnetic field was present
whlle these were forming or cooling there will be magnetic anomalies
on Mars. The presence of extensive reddening in itself quite clearly
implies the presence of hematite, which while weakly magnetic, would
In a Martian condition give recognizable anomalies.
S. Airplane Requirements
Optimally one would fly the Mars Airplane at a low elevation,
perhaps nominally 1 kilometer, and one would fly a grid pattern with
a flight spacing or about 5 km. (Terrestrially the .sual mapping Is
dune at 500-I000 ft with 112 mile flight line spacing). It would be
essential to recover this flight path, which would be des!gned to cover
a variety of major geologic and topographic features in a unirorm manner.
This flight path recovery and visual imagery over the same path would
be most important for anomaly interpretation,
Requirements on the aircraft are es_entlally those or magnetic
cleanllnest (°0.1Y) st the detector and a system for transmitting blts/s.
_. Problems
There are a llmltcm number or problems with the experiment.
Spacecraft magnetometers have been flown many times and no particular
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difficulty is foreseen, other than having a magnetically clean location
for the sensor. Anomalies are certain to be present, although we do
not know the magnitude. It is thus important to have a largo dynamic
range to cover the possibility that there are very large local anomalies.
It is also desirable to have a reference magnetometer available in
orbit or on the surface to separate out time variations in the field.
If flying can be adequately controlled, this effect is often detected
by flying a cross line to the grid to provide a reference at each end
of each profile.
5. Recommendations
A magnetometer for geophysical mapping of Martian surface fields
should be flown on an aircraft capable of flying a long-range grid over
the Martian surface. This grid should be placed to cover the contacts
between adjacent geologic and/or topographic features where significant
aagnetization contrasts may be expected. The study of these contrasts
in remanent magnetization will be useful for mapping geologic features
and for reconstructing the history of any Martian fields.
F. ELECTROMAGNETIC SOUNDING
Electromagnetic sounding appears to have an important role in
the study of the surface layers of Mars. This is because very dry
soils and rocks and those containing frozen water tend to be transparent
to radio frequencies. On this basis it has been possible to map the
thickness of ice caps to depths of several kilometers. The use of
pulses in the radio frequency range and the time for the return of
reflections can be used to get the depth at which water is present
in the unfrozen state. The technique that would be the most useful
then woul" be to transmit a conventional pulse at several megahertz
and to measure the time to reflected arrivals.
Electromagnetic systems are used on earth conventionally for
exploring for highly conducting massive sulphide deposits. More recently
these systems have developed to the point where they can be used to
map resistivity from airborne platforms. The electrical resistivity
of rocks and soils is largely determined by the amount and state of
the water present. When water is frozen the resistivity drops sharply
as ions are no longer able to migrate freely. On the other hand because
of the presence of salts it is often necesary to freeze materials to
far below the freezing point to inhibit ion migration altogether.
Terrestrial deserts for example almost always have very low resistivities
because the fluids present are very heavily enriched in salts.
Pure ice is an excellent insulator, with the result that mapping
from aircraft systems can be used to determine the thickness of glaciers
by measuring the travel time for an electromagnetic pulse to be returned
(Gudmandsen, 1971). There seems to be little question that Mars will
have a very large range in its electrical properties owing to the presence
of a range of temperatures, above and below freezing, a range of salt
contents and a range of moisture content.
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I. Description of Experiment
There are many possible configurations that could be used to conduct
these measurements. These vary from deploying a large dipole antenna
to operate over a swept frequency range to individual radar transmitters
and receivers using dishes (Watts and England, 1974). Systems were
built for topside ionosphere sounding which would have many of the
required characteristics (Franklin and Maclean, 1969). Systems have
been used in aircarft for radar altimetry and some of these may be
readily adaptable to the purpose. A sophisticated imaging package was
carried on board Apollo 17, although this was much more complex than
required for the present purpose. Further research is required to
settle on a specific configuration, but this is because of the need to
choose among many options and not because of the lack of basic components.
2. Most Important Measurement
The most important measurement is clearly the one which detects
the base of the frozen layer. This means a series of profil, s run over
specific features to map the depth to this horizon. It is likely that
this measurement will be useful in constraining the interaction between
the soll and the atmosphere. Variations in this thickness from place
to place will provide constraints on the near-surface temperature regime
over the history of the surface features.
3. Airplane hequirements
A transmitter operating at a mean power of a few watts for a
1-km flying height is likely to be adequate. Either a dish antenna
or a dipole antenna mounted on the airplane should be adequate to radiate
this power and to permit a subsurface reflection to be detected. Flying
a path at a height I km and a grid at a spacing of a few kilometers
should provide useful 3-dimensional information on the subsurface.
4. Problems
The problems are minimal. Some instrument development is clearly
required and care will have to be taken to ensure that the pulses transmitted
do not interfere with the magnetometer. Returns from a very irregular
surface with many scattering objects either on or in the regolith could
make interpretation difficult. This can be minimized by operating
at as low a frequency as possible. If there is no fluid present in
free form at depth there will be no reflection. However, the lack
of a return could be used to assess the limit of the free water contact.
5. Recommendations
It is recommended that an electromagnetic sounder be incorporated on
a Mars Airplane for the purpose of mapping the depth to any water-bearing
horizon. This instrument should be used to map the thickness of the frozen
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and/or dry layer over specific geologic and/or topographic features.
There is need to examine in detail the capabilities of currently existing
systems to determine the optimum operating configuration.
G. ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS AND COMPOSITION
There are some very useful atmospheric science objectives requiring
experiments that might be highly compatible with an aircraft platform_
These experiments could provide data for global circulation models and
for understanding the photochemistry of the atmosphere. Such experiments
are commonly flown in aircraft-based studies of the E_rth's atmosphere.
1. Description of Experiment
Measurements of temperature, pressure, dust concentration, and
horizontal and vertical winds at various heights in the boundary layer
(e,g., 0 - 5 km) would prove very useful in developing atmospheric
circulation models. Of specific interest in elucidating the boundary
layer are studies of:
(1) The mechanical and thermal forcing by the substantial Martian
topography.
(2) The effects of surface roughness on vertical mixing.
(3) The effects of dust concentration on local buoyancy effects.
Horizontal and vertical winds could be obtained from aircraft
navigation. Temperature and pressure could be measured with thermocouple
thermometers and the aircraft barometric altimeter. Dust density and
particle size could be measured with a Knollenberg forward scattering
laser with a nephelometer for optical properties.
Measurement of vertical profiles of time-dependent or short-lived
atmospheric species would prove invaluable in better understanding
the photochemistry of the atmosphere and the chemical interaction of
atmosphere with surface minerals.
Suggested instruments and the species to be measured (all instruments
have been flown on the National Center for Atmospheric Research airplane)
are as follows:
(1) 03 - 2537 _ photometer.
(2) H20 - 1216 _ photometer.
(3) NO2 - scanning UV spectroscopy.
(4) NO - chemiluminescence.
(5) OH - laser-lnduced fluorescence.
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Specific experiments for H202 and H20 need to be devised and
better sensitivity then exists for the UV spectroscopy may be required.
Further developmel_t of scanning instrume,Ats such as mass spectrometers
and/or gas chromatographs is also emphasized. A lightweight scanning
instrument capable of ppb measurements on an aircraft would seem feasible
and would add the possibility of discovering new and unexpected species.
2. Most Important Measurement
The most important measurements are profiles of temperature,
pressure, and wind velocity in the boundary layer.
3. Airplane Requirements
Multiple profiles through the boundary layer are needed. Because
of the efficiency of the gliderlike design of the Mars Airplane, a
flight path with up and down variations of less than -I km requires
very little more energy than does horizontal flight. Ascents to altitudes
>-I km will require powered climbs that will decrease the overall range
of the airplane.
4. Problems
There appear to be no problems except those noted above with
regard to specific instrument development.
5. Recommendations
A Mars Airplane would provide a useful platform from which to
make atmospheric boundary layer measurements and vertical profiles
of certain atmospheric chemical constituents.
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SECTION III
ASSESSMENT OF SCIENTIFIC USEFULNESS OF MARS AIRPLANE IN SURVEY MODE
A. UNIQUE CAPABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE
Operating in the aerial survy mode, a Mars Airplane has unique
capabilities as a Mars exploration vehicle. It can (I) travel large
distances in short times (see Fig. A-5), (2) fly at low altitudes,
(3) traverse rough areas that may be of high scientific interest (e.g.,
canyons, craters, volcanoes, polar regions). These vehicle capabilities
provide the capability to make measurements ov,_ limited areas almost
anywhere on Mar_ at spatial resolutions intermediate to those obtainable
from orbiters and surface landers. This strongly suggests that the two
most important scientific uses of the airplane operating in the a_rial
survey mod., will be for topical studies and characterization of sample
return sties. Examples of topical study problems are the following:
Is Valles Marineris a rift valley (gravity traverses)?
Is a specific crater isostatically compensated (gravity)?
What is the chemical and mineralogic variation across a basalt
flow (IR and gamma ray spectroscopy)?
What is the scale of surface magnetic field variations (magnetic)?
What is the depth to free water (electromagnetic sounding)?
Site characterization is extremely important for placing returned
samples into their local and regional geologic contexts. Imaging measure-
ments made from a lander extend out only a few tens to a few hundred
meters and provide little information on the geologic setting because
they are too close. Orbital data provide broad-scale coverage, but
the resolution is too coarse to be able to correlate with lander imaging.
The intermediate scale of resolution for visual imaging and geochemical
and mineralogical measurements attainable with the airplane is needed
to make the extension from the local to the regional and global context.
The usefulness of the increased resolution in combination with the
limited areas that can be covered is one of the two key factors on which
the airplane must be evaluated scientifically. The other factor is the
ability of the airplane to make unique measurements. The airplane pro-
vides the only way of obtaining atmosphere boundary layer profiles, the
best way of doing electromagnetic sounding from the standpoint of traver-
sing large distances, particularly over the polar regions, and the best
way of doing hlgh-resolution magnetic mapping.
i B. RELATION TO OTHER VEHICLES
in assessing the role of the Mars Airplane in a Mars exploration
, program it is useful to compare its capabilities with other vehicles.
Although it can obtain higher-resolution measurements than a polar orbiter,
it cannot provide the global coverage -- coverage that is essential to
addressing the major scientific objectives of Mars exploration.
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Operating in the deployment mode, the airplane could deliver net-
work science packages (seismometers and meteorology instruments) as hard
lander, penetrators or soft landed packages. Although airplane deployment
could improve targeting of the packages and perhaps provide a broader
range of available sites, these are not deciding issues in how network
science is to be done. Orbitally deployed penetrators or hard landers
are capable of establishing adequately located networks on Mars (Mars
Surface Penetrator - System Description, 1977). A wide range of latitudes
are available, and the targeting accuracy with hard landers or penetrators
is sufficiently good for the basic network measurements.
Airplanes offer the greatest competition to the survey mode of a
long-range roving laboratory. Operating in the aerial survey mode they
can perform many of the survey-type measurements suggested for a roving
laboratory (Mars 1984 Working Group report) over a much more extensive
area than can a rover. For example, an airplane with 2000-km range could
cover a 100 x 100-km area with 5-km flight path spacing in a few hours.
A rover might traverse the area only once in its lifetime. Areas of poten-
tially high scientific interest (polar regions, canyons, craters) either
too remote or too rough for a rover could be traversed by the airplane.
The airplane offers no advantage over short-range "minirovers"
designed for sample acquisition within a few hundred meters of a sample
return lander. In fact, the airplane is less desirable becaue of the
many takeoffs and landings that it would have to accomplish to compete
with a minirover sample collector.
It is not, however, in the one-on-one comparison with other vehicles
that the airplane fares best. Rather it is an adaptable vehicle that
has the potential to offer many promising options. As pointed out at the
beginning of this report, the airplane could function to deploy instrument
packages, to collect samples and to perform aerial surveys. Different
airplanes could be used to perform different tasks or individual airplanes
could perform multiple tasks. For example, each airplane might carry
aerial survey instruments, deployable science packages and a sample
collection device. As the airplanes fly and land they could deploy
the science packages and collect samples for eventual return to Earth.
Alternatively, different airplanes could be used for aerial surveys,
science package deployment and sample collection.
A unique advantage of the Mars Airplane in deploying science
packages or in sample collection is its ability to reach the polar
regions. Polar regions above 60 deg latitude are not generally available
for surface operations (landers or long-range rovers) because of frozen
CO2 coverage during the winter or cloud cover over the north pole during
much of the year (see Table 3-I).
In sample acquisition, the airplane would need the same general
capability for sample selection as would be required at a soft lander
sampling site. A grab sample from an airplane is no more acceptable
scientifically than is a grab sample from a soft lander (Mars Steering
Group recommendations). A prime reason for sampling the polar regions
is to obtain a stratlgraphic core. Therefore, an airplane sampling
the polar region would need a coring device.
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C. PRIORITIZATION OF AIRPLANE EXPERIMENTS
The seven airplane experiments considered by the airplane working
group are shown vs the major scientific objective that they address in
Table 3-2. (Full scientific objectives as adopted by the Mars Science
Working Group are given in Appendix B.)
The working group prioritized the basic airplane experiments as
to their relative importance as airplane aerial survey experiments.
This does not imply a prioritization of the experiments for the overall
exploration of Mars. Three criteria were used in the prioritlzation:
(1) uniqueness of the measurement, (2) probability of meeting the
prime objective of the measurement, and (3) the contribution of the
measurement to the scientific objectives of Mars exploration. Priorities
are listed in Table 3-3.
Visual imaging was given first priority because the airplane is
the vehicle from which the highest-resolution oblique images of volcanic
constructs, polar regions and canyon walls can be obtained. These images
could provide basic stratigraphic information for addressing the geologic
evolution of the Martian crust and climatic changes (stratigraphy of the
polar regions).
Table 3-2. Airplane experiments vs scientific objectives
Scientific objective Aerial-survey experiment
Internal structure Gravity, magnetic field
Global-scale composition IR and gamma-ray spectroscopy,
electromagnetic sounding,
multlspectral imaging
Detailed composition and age N/A
Volatile composition and Electromagnetic sounding,
distribution atmospheric composition
Atmosphere dynamics Atmosphere sounding
Magnetic field Magnetic field
Landform processes Visual imaging, gravity
Biology N/A
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Table 3-3. Priority of aerial survey experiments
Airplane measurement Scientific priority
Visual imaging I
P, T, V sounding 2
E-M sounding (polar regions) 2
hagnetometer 2
Gravity field 3
IR spectroscopy 3
7-ray spectroscopy 3
EM sounding (nonpolar) 3
Multispectral imaging 4
Atmosphere composition 4
Humidity and dust opacity profiles 4
Airplane assumed to have:
Radar altimeter
Barometric altimeter
Inertial system
Terrain following sensors
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Pressure, temperature and wind velocity sounding, low-altitude mag-
netic field measurements, and electromagnetic sounding of the polar regions
are second-priority measurements. Atmospheric sounding, particularly in
: the boundary layer, would contribute data necessary for understanding the
global circulation of Mars' atmosphere. Boundary-layer sounding can prac-
tically be done only from the airplane.
A prime objective of low-altitude magnetic field measurements is to
delineate possible local patterns in shallow remanant magnetic fields. As
has been demonstrated with the lunar magnetic measurements, the scale of
magnetic anomalies can be quite small (down to less than a kilometer), and
these anomalies often show correlations with such geological features as
maria and rilles. Correlation of local magnetic pa:terns with geologic
features on Mars could lead to a delineation of past global magnetic
patterns that relate to past planetary magnetic field activity. Low-
altitude measurements from an airplane would provide the best method of
obtaining high-resolution magnetic measurements.
The prime importance of electromagnetic sounding measurements is in
determining the depth at which water may be present. This depth would be
a strong constraint on the thermal evolution of the planet. Without a
surface heat flow measurement the depth or the 0 deg isotherm is the next
best thing to determine. Our knowldge of the properties of the Martian
subsurface is extremely limited. Thus the probability of obtaining this
depth is essentlally unknown. The experiment was given a second priority
only because of this uncertainty. Used as an experiment to provide infor-
mation about shallow layering (nonpolar regions), the electromagnetic
sounding experiment becomes a third-prlorlty experiment.
Gamma-ray and reflectance IR spectroscopy measurements were classed
as third priority because it was thought that global coverage was the
essentlal element in geochemical and mlneraloglc mapping of Mars, con-
sidering our current level of knowledge about the planet. Resolution
from orbit was felt to be adequate partlcularly in the case of IN measure-
ments to address important regional variations. The prime use of airplane
measurements would be to address topical problems and in the characteri-
zation of sample sites.
Gravity field measurements would contribute to the understanding of
the shallow crystal structure. The perceived difficulty of doing airborne
gravlty surveys, and in particular the development of a gradlometer system
for a Mars Airplane produced little confldenc_ that a useful survey could
be accomplished. The remaining experiments were Judged to be investigations
that would probably be done If an airplane were developed.
As discussed previously, one of the two most attractive uses of the
airplane Is In sample site characterization. Assuming this obJectve for
the airplane, the essential and desired payloads are listed in Table 3-4.
The essential payload would provide the data base for placing the sample
site In Its regional geological setting.
i
J
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Table 3-4. Airplane payload for sample site characterization
Visual imaging Electromagentlc sounding
IR spectroscopy Gravity field
Gamma-ray spectroscopy
Multispectral imaging oRIGinAL pAGE IB
OF pC__R QUALI_/
Magnetic field
D. TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS
A small, remotely piloted airplane could have important scientific
applications on Earth regardless of its use on Mars. Two such applications
are as a stratospheric research platform and as a means of doing mineral
exploratlon reconnaissance surveys. Clearly, the aircraft would be
capable of meterologioal and chemical composition measurements in, say,
the 20- to 40-km-altltude region, and its potential as an easily launched
and recoverable observational platform for studies of the =irculation
and chemistry of the ozone layer ought to be carefully assessed. At
present, experimenters rely primarily on expensive balloons to study
these altitudes, at least as far as composlton is concerned. These
balloons are restricted in their usefulness by weather conditions.
In the exploration for mineral deposits on the Earth there is a
wide variety of geophysical methods used from aircraft. These methods
are used both for direct exploration as well as for geo_ogical mapping.
The commonly used devices are m_netic field sensors, electromagnetic
systems and gamma-ray spectrometers. Other methods are occasionally
used, but these three form the basis for hundreds of thousands of line
. miles of surveying every year. It is common to do this surveyin_ at
flight elevations ranging from 100 to perhaps 500 m, but in general the
lowest elevations provide the most detailed information. It Is also
common to fly the selected area on a uniform grid with flight lines
spaced at intervals ranging from 100 m to perhaps 5 km for reconnaissance
studies. A mll, remotely piloted airplane could offer significant
cost savings and operational advantages over conventional aircraft.
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SECTION IV
CONCLU3IONS
A Mars Airplane can operate in three modes; as a vehlcle for
deploying science packages, as a sample collector, and as an aerial
survey platform. There does not appear to be any signlfJcant advantage
in using the airplane to deploy network science packages over l_ard
landers or penetrators deployed from orbit unless It can land and take
off repeatedly. Then the airplane might be capable of carrying more
sophisticated instruments and one plane could service several widely
spaced areas. It is not clear, however, that this would be more cost-
effective than several relatively simple Surveyor-type soft landers.
The airplane offers an attractive potential for sample collection.
However, the technology requirements are the most demanding - repeated
landings and takeoffs, sample selection and acquisition devices mounted
on the airplane, and survivability during Martian nighttime.
As an aerial survey platform the most important use of the airplane
would be in topical studies and returned-sample site characterization.
Essential experiments for site characterization are visual imaging,
gama-ray spectroscopy, infrared reflectance spectroscopy, multlspectral
l_aging, and magnetic field measurements.
Operating In the aerial survey mode with a !andin_ and takeoff
capability, the airplane must be considered superior to the long-range
roving laboratory.
The airplane offers the unique capability to do high-resolution
oblique imaging and repeated profile measurements In the atmospheric
boundary layer. It offers the best platform from which to do electro-
magnetic sounding. It offers the possibility of deploying instruments
and sample collection in the polar regions, which are Inaccessible
with soft landers or rovers.
A critical requirement is that the airplane system have the naviga-
tional capability to rapidly (within a few hours) locate an airplane
and then guide the airplane to predetermined geologic features. This
seems to require some autonomy in the airplane guidance system and
relatively little feature Identification through _real-tlme n inter-
actions with the airplane.
t
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APPENDIX A
MARS AIRPLANE SPECIFICATIONS
Table A-I. Mars Airplane mass breakdown, kg
Cruiser Land_;'
Hydrazine Electric Hydrazine Electric
" engine engine _ngine engine
Airframe 50 50 50 50
Powerplant and fuel
system 13 20 13 20
Solar cells and recharge-
able battery 0 0 8 8
Landing system 0 0 27 27
Navigation, guidance,
Mission computer
and flight control 30 30 30 30
Miscellaneous systems
(communication, antenna,
environmental control,
etc.) 20 20 20 20
Subtotal 113 120 148 155
Payload 40-100 40.I00 40-100 40-100
Dry weight 153-213 160-220 188-248 195-255
• Fuel 147-_7 0 112-52 20-20
Batteries _ 140-80 _ -_85-25
I
All up weight 300 300 300 300
A-I
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ENTRY_
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TO 60 mm
Figure A-1. Hare Airplane descent system
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Figure A-2. Mars Airplane system
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FigureA-3. Mars Airplane
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IL000 HOURSOF ENDURANCE
10,000 31.1
90OO
HOURS
E
.x 6000
u_ 16.85O
Z 5O0O
15.0 9.6
4000
JISER
3OO0 7.5
2O0O
1000
0 7o BO 90 _00
: 40 50 60
PAYLOAD, k9
0.85
AUW 300kg PROPEFFICIENCY
21 m HYDRAZINEENGINE 4.8.5
WING sPAN CRUISESFC
WING AREA 20 m2 ELECMOTOREFFICIENCY 0.85
CRUISEALTITUDE I km AUX POWERCONSUMPTION 0.4 kW
LIFE/DRAGAT300kg 27.7S
FIEureA-5. Mars Airplaneoruiseperformance
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APPENDIX B
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES OF MARS EXPLORATION
(listed without order of priority)
I. Characterize the internal structure, dynamics and physical state
of the planet.
2. Characterize the chemical composition and mineralogy of surface
and near-surface materials on a regional and global scale.
' 3. Determine the chemical composition, mineralogy and absolute ages
of rocks and soil for the principal geologic provinces of Mars.
4. Determine the chemical composition, distribution and transport of
volatile compounds that relate to the formation and chemical evolution
of the atmosphere; determine the interaction of the atmosphere with
the regolith.
5. Characterize the dynamics of the atmosphere on a global scale.
6. Characterize the planetary magnetic field and its interaction
with the upper atmosphere, solar radiation, and the solar wind.
7. Characterize processes that have produced the landforms of the
planet.
8. Determine the extent of organic chemical and biological evolution of
Mars and elucidate how the history of the planet constrains these
evolutionary processes.
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